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This study surveyed the professionals from two schools in the southern New Jersey area

regarding their views of block scheduling as well as their views on the effectiveness of

block scheduling among students with special needs. A total of 243 surveys were

distributed and 61 were returned. i , survey questioned the teachers in regards to the

changes they had to incorporate into their daily instructional time upon switching to

block scheduling, the advantages and disadvantages of block scheduling, and how to

ensure that students with special needs experience success while participating in a block

schedule. A majority of the participants enjoy teaching under the block scheduling

format. i hey feel as though the advantages of such a system include the ability to

completely cover a topic being presented and the opportunity to use varied instructional



m-ethlods. tlih I [s llilC-I aanta s o f block sc hcciLli U1n il cludec mtake up work alict absences

and transfer sttudentcs. in regards to studetilts vitih spccial needs, the participantli (dil 1noi

feel as thioulh retncition of material tor -scclrclltial o1 rrscs was atr problem tlo i ise

students. Additionally, 39.34% of the participants (a majority for this portion of the

survey) indicatted that they felt as though block schccldling promotes inclusion.
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This study surveyed the professionals from two schools in southern New Jersey regarding their

views of block scheduling as well as their views on it's effectiveness with students who have special

needs. Participants enjoy teaching under the block scheduling format. They stated that retention of

material for sequential courses is not a problem for students with special needs. Additionally, 39.34%

(a majority for this study) of the participants felt as though block scheduling promotes inclusion.
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.i l(t[cllL

Backgrouind

In 1983 the National Commtission orn Excellence in Education issued several

reports which criticized our nations' school slystems, especially those at the secondary

level. (Vermillion, 1998) One of these reporis waS "A Nation At Risk," which stated

that in response to a declining student enrollmnet, limited lfunds arnd changes in the

UJnited States' social demographics current restructuring and relornm were required.

(Vermillion, 1998) Additionally, in 1994 the National Education (Commission released a

report on time and learning which stated, "Schools will have a design flaw as long as

their organization is based on the assumption that all students can learn on the same

schedule." (Irmsher, 1996) In response to the restructuring and reform mandates set

forth in these reports many schools have adopted a new form of scheduling know as

block scheduling.

Block scheduling could be considered a new term for flexible scheduling, a

popular system employed in the 1960's. (Bowman 1998) Analysis of this form of

scheduling in the 1960's showed that 80-90% of the faculty and students preferred this

type of scheduling to the traditional system. (Bowman 1998) However, a decade later

only 2% of the schools in America were still utilizing this approach in terms of

scheduling. (Bowman, 1998) In 1972, Van Mondfrans, Schott, and French compared the

effects of block scheduling and traditional scheduling on student achievement and student

... ;tude toward school. They concluded that achievement and atti .,ie scores were not

affected by the two forms of scheduling except for high school seniors. (Bowman, 1998)



h'lse resear hers I' 'ittied the di flic'te- 'I c\ 11 ellC: lltli ais, iL their lirsL three years

and their ti.ina year oi 'higth school is nme ot matiltitv (Bltowman. 1998). '[hey believed

that maturity was a necessity in order to protli irm the learning rlequiremenets associated

with block scheduling such as: self-controli sell d'irection and self-motivation.

(Bowman, 1998)

Block scheduling in present day educationlal Licilitics is defined by (;ordon

Cawelti as lollows: 'At least part of the daily schedule is organized into larger blocks of

time (more than sixty minutes) to allow flexibility tor a diversity of' instructional

activities." (Irmnshcr, 1996) Experts say that trge numbers of schools in North Carolina,

Florida, Texas, and Colorado are all experimenting with block scheduling. (O'Neil,

1995) In the literature, this form of scheduling is referred to as intensive scheduling or

alternative scheduling. (wwxw.netaxs.com/-twin/)

'Iheory

The key component to block scheduling is the provision of longer class periods.

(O'Neil, 19951) Joseph Caroll, developer of the Copernican Plan (a form of block

scheduling), states that there are two problems with the traditional schedule: teachers do

not teach well and students do not learn well. (O'Neil, 1995) Caroll feels as though

these problems cause the instructional environment to be hectic, impersonal and

inefficient for today's youth. (Irmsher, 1996) Additional problems cited in the literature

with ,,c traditional schedule include: a grueling pace, not providii, adequate time to

•)



probe ideas in depth or vary learning IctivitiS, tll Cr i L )pOrtunty to

individualize instruction to studcnt's nteeds. (lrmshcr. I19iC)-,'

Michael Rettig. ain assistant prolcessor at James Mlad iso(n LUnivcrsity and Robert

Lynn Canady, an education professor at the University of Virginia, could be considered

experts in the field of block scheduling. (O'Neil, 1995) Rettig and Canady state that

there are several factors that arc motivating schools across the tUnited States to adopt

block scheduling. (wwwV.education-world.com/a admin/ad ini()29.shtm ) These factors

include the following: instruction can be fragmented when students attend eight short

classes iit one day; schools made of one short period after another create a hectic

assembly line environment; releasing thousands of adolescents into hallways six to eight

times a day for four to five minutes of noise and chaotic movement may cause several

discipline problems; and teachers benefit from more useable instructional time each day

because less time is lost with beginning and ending classes. (vwww.education-

world.com/a_admin/admin029.shtml) Rettig and Canady also state that block scheduling

helps to create a better school climate, provides varying learning times and improves the

quality of learning time for students. (Vermillion, 1998)

A review of the literature shows that there is a set of consistent desired outcomes

that can be expected once block scheduling is implemented at a school.

(www.coled.umn.edu/CAREIwww/BlockScheduling/research/reports.htm) These

desired outcomes include giving the teachers an ability to build rapport with their

students, and increasing the positive feeling for a student about his high school

experience. (www.coled.umn.edu/CAREIwww/BlockScheduling/researcn/reports.htm)

Additionally, it appears as though once block scheduling is implemented, several positive

3



efftlcts appeiar. (O'Neil, 1 995) 'hei-s incl ude an increase in: ,(i ail .tiendance, percentage

of students on the honotr roll, percentage of students goilln oln to a tou1r year college after

hih school, and the number oF course credits earned by students. ()'NeilN 1 995)

Advocates of block scheduling acknowledge that this system does not add more minutes

to a day. but state that it can improve the educational experience of American youth and

increase the possibility of studenis becoming literate participants in society because oF the

above advantages. (Vermillion. 1 998)

It has been noted that scheduling changes are usually linked to a decrease in

reliance on the standard lecture format often observed in high school classrooms.

(Irmsher, 1996). It is also believed that the decrease in lecture format leads to an increase

in individualization and creative teaching strategies. (Irmsher, 1996) The creative

strategies that teachers can incorporate into their instructional techniques to enhance a

student's quality of learning include: cooperative learning, interdisciplinary instruction,

and multi-intelligence instruction. (Buckman et al, 1995) These skills are considered

beneficial to the students, because, in the future, when they are in the workplace, it will

be essential that they use teamwork, cooperation, interact effectively to solve complex

problems and communicate clearly in order to be considered an asset in their work

environment. (Vermillion, 1998) It is believed that block scheduling will prepare our

students of today for these challenges which they will face in the future.

In addition to documenting the theoretical benefits of using block scheduling to

prepare students for the workplace, advocates of this system have also documented how

the traditional scheduling system fails to prepare students for the thei. future endeavors.

Buckman et al (1995) state that having to report to a different boss every 50 minutes

4



while adjustii i. to several different sets of rulel-s :-and expectattions is not conducive to

preparing students or t he tiuture. Additionally. i3lckman et al (1995) state that the

average 50n mintte period under the traditional scheduling system does not provide

students with an opportunity to develop higher level thinking and problem solving skills.

These skills are required if students are expected to be successful when they leave high

school.

There have been additional criticisms made of the traditional schedulilng system

by the advocates of block scheduling. It is these disagreeme nts in theory that allow the

advocates of block scheduling to believe that a change in the traditional system is

required. These disagreements are as follows: low achievement scores on tests of basic

skills; the impersonal environment that large high schools create; outdated teaching

material; and curriculum fragmentation devoid of real-world application. (Buckman et

al, 1995)

Advocates of block scheduling state that another shortcoming of traditional

scheduling is that it tends to separate a student body into high and low tracks, with the

less advantaged students and students with special needs over represented in the lower

tracks. (Malloy, 1997) Malloy states that block scheduling allows schools to create more

opportunities for students with special needs to be included in the regular education

classroom. (Vermillion, 1998) This form of scheduling also provides a vehicle by which

teachers can develop an environment that is conducive to learning for all students, even

those with special needs. (Girtzmacher et al, 1993) One of the proposed advantages of

block sc'heduling is to support special education students who are mainstreamed into

regular education classes while providing their related services during longer periods of

5



time in whatever Lacti viti sl clt :c ies:; is engagtcd. (' ainl'lrt. '996) At the secondary

level, block schecluliling allows related services personnel to participate in community

based instruction with their stlludents due to the longer instructionlal periods. (Rainforth.,

1996) Block scheduling, which provides flexibility, is believed to be vital if the

student's least restrictive environment is to be met by a sch-ool district. (Girtzmacher et

al, 1993)

Need lor the Study

Block scheduling is at fairly new system being employed in high schools across

the nation. Therefore, the literature review on block scheduling is somewhat limited.

(www.coled.umn.edu/C'AR Il www/BlockScheduling/research/reports.htm) Bowman

(1998) states that block scheduling does not seem to rest on any meaningful research

base, because there is very little data that is published on block scheduling that validates

the benefits of this system. Additionally, Bowman (1998) states that data which is

published does not come from well-designed research models. There is actually no

empirical evidence that supports th. dea that block scheduling enhances student

attitudes, raises student achievement, increases the number of concepts taught or resul ts

in fewer classroom management problems. (Bowman, 1998) There is a paucity of

research on block scheduling moreover the effects on students with special needs has not

been researched. In spite of this researcher's exhaustive search, it was challenging to find

the few articles that were used in this report. Therefore- additional systematic study is

6



needed and tile fociis of this project is ilct o bloc schedulia on sctldc'- ', ith

special needs.

Si nificance of the Study

The significance of this study is to examine the differences between students with

special needs and those without special teecds in regards to the demands that block

scheduling places on them. the tollowint questions guided this study.

tesearch ()uestions

1. )o you think that block schedulling is a valuable change to your school?

2. Do you think that there is a diffterence between those students with special

needs and those without special needs in regards to the demands placed on

them because of block scheduling?

3. low has your instruction changed since the implementation of block

scheduling?

4. What types of strategies do you employ to keep the interest, attention and

motivation of your students for an extended block of time? Are these

strategies successful for both students with special needs as well as those

without special needs?

Definition of Terms

1. Special education teachers are teachers who work with students that have a

classification of"Eligible for Special Services". ,ew Jersey Administrative

Code 6A:14)



r2. Iaditional schedulti is a dailly uche uile o',ia!/ec around approximately

eight periods oi instruction ibr two sIlncster;s.

3. Block scihelulinL, is a cdaily schidulc o' ga nizect into blocks or periods of time

which are more than 60 minutes in length.

4. Students with special needs are those students that have been classified as

"Eligible tfr Special Services" under the New Jersey code.

5. Support services are any supplementLary services that assist a student with

special needs in achieving success. I his could be assistance from( a teacher or

an aide, and it can either be an in-class support or a pull out program.

6. Strategies are a variety of instructional techniques ranging from cooperative

learning to graphic organizers to providing a copy of the information being

covered in class in note form.

7. Related services are any supplemental services that a special needs student

would receive such as speech, occupational therapy or physical therapy.

Limitations

The subjects in this study were secondary (9-12) special education and regular

education teachers from school districts in the southern portion of New Jersey.

Consequently, the results will not be able to be generalized to other portions of the United

States. Additionally, the study was dependent upon teachers completing the survey

during their free time and returning it to the researcher. Therefore, the teachers that

returned the survey may not be truly representative of the teachers from the southern

portion of New Jersey. Finally, only two schools were used in this survey. This number

8



is considered luow in re Lards to, being Libll to Iclltraltizc inlli rilos iaoll l) a ccitinti

geographic area.
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ke viaew ol thle ,iiterature

It lhas been tradition that t typical hih school lday encompasses approxilnately

eight classes that each last fbr 50 minutes in duration. It has been observed that when a

school employs this system it is difficult for teachers to provide adequate individual

attention to their students due to large student loads of' 150 or more and a limited amount

of time in which they can spend with their students. (()'Neil, 1995)

In response to these concerns, as well as some educational reports that criticize

the traditional system, many schools have begun to experiment with block scheduling.

This system has been redefined to stand for a restructuring educational movement for

longer classroom periods that last two to four times as long as those under the traditional

system. (www.netaxs.com/-twin/) Block scheduling offers teachers an opportunity to

embark upon interdisciplinary initiatives, explore collaborative teaching ventures, engage

students in learner-centered action projects and increase the variety of learning

experiences needed for portfolio assessments. (Malloy, 1997)

'Ihe current move to block scheduling has caused controversy among individuals

in the educational profession. (wvww.leducation-world.comn/a admin/admin029.shtmil) Block

scheduling has been hailed by its advocates as a vehicle of greater depth and flexibility in

education. (vww.edLcation-world.con/a adminil/dmlinO029.shtml) Canady, a well known expert

of block scheduling, states that, "After the first year or two, about 80% of the students

and teachers say they prefer the block scheduling and would not want to go back to

shorI, periods." (Bowman, 1998) Although some research has pioven block

10



scheduling to be SuLcc C.siLi . Siu',rdsont points out that there is no indication as to what

aspects of block s;chiediingt contribute to it's success. (owiman, 1998)

The critics= o[fthis new system believe it is at fddish approach that fails to enhance

the academic performance of students. (w\x \ v.tllcatitl-\o0rld.'icoma adl in/admin029.shtmil) An

additional criticism from the skeptics of block scheduling is the fact that there is very

little systematic research that validates the effectiveness of this system. (Bowman, 1998)

Although there are two separate schools of thought regarding block scheduling, it

can be agreed that there are problems involved in evaluating the effectiveness of this

system on student's acadcmnic achievement. (13owman, 1 998) These problems arise

from the fact that block scheduling is implemented differently in various schools to meet

their own individual needs. (Bowman, 1998)

Forms of Block Scheduling

A review of the research shows there are several types of block scheduling

systems that a school can choose to employ. One form is known as the 4x4 plan.

(www.netaxs.com/~twin/) This form of block scheduling involves the students having

four classes a day that each last approximately 90 minutes in duration. (Irmsher, 1996)

Under this system, the school year is divided into two semesters, each having four

classes, for a total of eight classes in a school year. (Irmsher, 1996)

A second form of block scheduling is known as the 4x 4 A, B plan.

(www.netaxs.com/~twin/) This form is similar to the 4x4 plan described earlier.

(www.netaxs.com/~twin/) Under this system, classes are 90 minutes in duration, and the

stude has four classes during one school day. (www.netaxs.conmtwii') However, the

student is enrolled in eight classes at one time, and the classes meet on alternating days.

(www.netaxs.com/~twin/) It has been documented that teachers dislike this system

II



beclase it requires them lo c.to rir stldenlt load of approximatcly 1i5) stldenlts, alnd the

preparation work for the cxtcnded periods can be exhausting. (wvww.netaxs.com/~twit/)

An additional concern under tnhis -ystnem in particular is the continual breaks in

concentration that occur daily. ( \vww .taxs.Com. twniI\ )

Another block scheduling plan is known as the Copernican Plan.

(www.netaxs.com/-twin/) 'Ihis nlan requires students to take two classes a day that are

each 180 minutes in durationi. (vvww.netaxs.com/t win/) I hese courses are accelerated

and completed within 30 school days. (www.nIetaxs.coIm/twin/) Upon completion of

two courses, two new classes will begin, and so on throughout the year.

The final plan of block scheduling that was documented in the literature was

entitled the San Francisco Urban Plan. (www.netaxs.com/twin/) This plan is similar to

the 4x4 plan except there are three 12-week semesters during each academic year.

(www.netaxs.com/~twin/) Ihose courses that traditionally would have taken an entire

academic year to complete require two semesters for completion.

(www.netaxs.com/~twin/)

The four plans mentioned above are those plans that are documented within the

literature. However, it should be noted that different schools would have different

reasons for considering block scheduling. (Hackmann, 1995) Consequently, school

districts choose the plan they will employ based on their individual needs. (Vermillion,

1998) It should be considered that these individual needs could possibly require the need

for two plans to be integrated into one. Therefore, the four above-mentioned forms of

block scheduling may not be the only four systems being initiated in schools today.

12



The Advanltages of Block Scheduling

As with any controversial topic, there are difiering opinions conecrning the

effectiveness of block scheduling. The advocates have published what they believe to be

the advantages of employing such a system. Thcse advantages will be discussed here.

Teachers that are employed at a .hloot that is involved in block scheduling have

found many advantages to using this system. Some oF the advantages include that their

average class size is smaller, and they have a student load of' 75 to 90 students under the

block scheduling system, not 150. (O'Neil 1995) This reduction in numbers means that

teachers have fewer students that they need to keep records for, and grades for each

semester. (lrmsher, 1996) Additionally, with block scheduling, teachers only need to

prepare for three classes each day. (O'Neil, 1995) The longer periods under a block-

scheduling format allow for teachers to have enough time to group and regroup students

according to what they have mastered. (O'Neil, 1995) This allows for teachers to make

accommodations for students that learn different subjects at different rates. (O'Neil,

1995) It was alsor reported in the literature that teachers at schools using block

scheduling have increased time for planning, participating in school-based decision

making, coaching students, and conferring with parents. (Bowman, 1998)

Advantages under the block scheduling format not only benefit the teachers, but

also benefit the students. If a student is responsible for fewer classes, he can focus his

concentration more on each class. (www.netaxs.t comi-twin/) If a school employs the block

scheduiing format, it has been documented that those students that wish to accelerate

through course work now have the ability to do so easily. (O'Neil, 1995) It is believed

that a student would have the ability to graduate high school within three years or earn

13



one year of collcie crdcit Ci \.'hlil ';till attendin l hih scil, ! . ,\ .\ .tCatli1O-

Woll.coma adlin diii(iJ'-(J.5tl!nl) l'his is possible b' catus; this system allows for students to

enroll in a greater iinuibri L'i l-asses and a greater'l \f' ar e courses. cr , (lrtshe.

1996) This format of scheduling also allows a student th.at fails a course to repeat the

course without falling behind his classmates. (O'Neil. 1)995) This facet of block

scheduling enables those students that may tail a course to regain the graduation pace of

their peers. (Irmsher. 1996) it is believed that this ifacCt of block scheduling is the cause

for the reduction in drop out and retention rates aniong those high school that have

employed this system of scheduling. (()'Neil, 1995)

It is believed that the aspects of block scheduling prepare students for the

demands they will be encountering if they attend college classes.

(//smythnews.com/99(01)30/ -Airticles/mo-.l.htm) Tbhis belief stems form the similarity

that block scheduling periods have with the longer periods students will face at higher

education institutions. (//smythnews.com/990 1 30/-Articles/mo- 1 .htm) By introducing

students to these longer periods at an earlier age it is believed that they will learn

important time management skills that they will need to organize in their future lives.

(//smythnews.com/9901 30/l-Articl _'mo-1 .htm)

It is believed that the instruction of students can be effected in a positive way

under block scheduling. This system allows for a more flexible, productive environment

in which there is an increase in opportunities for teachers to use varied instructional

methods, such as interactive technology. (Irmsher, 1996) Additionally, the increased

time allows for teachers to engage students in experiments, writing activities as well as

other learning activities. (xvww.eduication-worl.con'/a acdmin/admiin029.shltm1l) This increase in

14



tilme l)i varicd i nstructionail activi ties a.llo\\ students and tcers tto ave a iratetr snse

oil' iteractiont antd ownership in their acalemici lives. (Bow(FLtt!in i 998) /Additionally

block ,;chlduiling provides opportities foro inl-depth lear-nit tilt develops higiher level

thinking skills and alleviates problems of retention of material and skills. (Vermillion,

1998) It is believed that block scheduling assists in the retention of information because

in order to move information froml short-term miemory to Iong term tmemory time is

required. (Vermillion, 1998) According to research, block schecidulig ofilers the time for

the retention of information and skills to occur. (Vermillion. 1998) Carroll the

developer of the Copernican Plan of block scheduling, states that he has found that those

schools that employ block scheduling have students that have completed more course

work and they have equal to or better mastery and retention of skills introduced when

compared to those students that attend higl schools under the traditional system.

(lrmsher, 1996) Additionally, block scheduling allows for an increase in the frequency of

field trips. (www.nletaxs.coml. -twinl) l'these field trips permit a teacher to enhance the

educational experience for her students.

Those schools that have employed block scheduling have also documented a

.eduction in discipline problems. (O'Neil, 1995) There was a study completed by

Buckman ct al in 1995 in which they compared high schools from Florida that used the

traditional system for scheduling with those that used the block-scheduling format. This

study stated that those high schools that changed to block scheduling reported a sense of

calm on the campuses and had a decrease in disciplinary infractions. (Buckman et al,

1995)

15



Advocates- o' t blocik sclic Culi ie bClcv ii' alt sludcl1ts attain highter acadcinii

achievement under the block schcdulin1 sSystm. ll t Ii m rost frequent explanation l ther - lse

positive cl'tects have been documented asi t!c)lox\ s: iore time to conplete hol(mwoVrk as

well as process information presented, more time for group and individual activities, aind

more individualized attention from both regular educaition and special education teachers.

(Vermillion. 1998)

It has been observed that under block scheduling, several schools have an

improved overall school climate in which the students and teachers are able to spend

more concentrated time with one another. (O'Neil, 1995) This increase in time t;pc en

together has led to a greater feeling of overall satisfaction in the learning process for both

students and teachers. (Irmsher. 1996) It has also been observed that the students in

these high schools have a more positive attitude about school, as well as higher levels of

engagement. (O'Neil, 1 995)

lThe research in 1995 completed by Buckman et al showed that after one semester

of block scheduling Evans High School (one of the schools that was using the block

scheduling) reported more continuity among courses, an increase in opportunities for

interdisciplinary activities, an improvement in grades, more committed teachers and

students and a school environment that was more conducive to learning. (Buckman et al,

1995) Additionally, after an entire year of block scheduling, Evans High School reported

an increase in daily attendance. (Buckman et al, 1995) Colonial High School (the other

school in the study that initiated block scheduling) reported dramatic improvements in

attendance, fewer suspensions, fewer disciplinary infractions and higher grades after one

year of implementing the block scheduling approach. (Buckman, 1995)
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To sulmmnarize lh-e dci vaintage s o l'block scheduli,. i ti is beilievcd that this system:

promotes individual i -struction and independent study, ilncrealses instructional flexibility,

enhances responsiveCness tl s tudent's needs, yields llore l cf;lient instruction, invites

implementation of the collaborative teaching approach, promotes more efficient use of

school facilities and lenslres the uninterrupted instruction and in depth teaching in critical

subject areas. (Bowman, 1998)

The Disadvantages of Block Scheduling

In addition to the literature citing the advantages from the advocates' point of

view, it also cites the disadvantages of block scheduling from the critics' point of view.

If a small school district were to initiate a block scheduling f:rmat, it has been

documented that teachers can feel stress and fatigue due to the increased demands placed

on them. (Vermillion. 1998) It has been observed that teachers can have a negative

attitude towards block schedluling because of the changes in planning, pacing and

curriculum that would be required. (Vermilion, 1998)

In regards to instruction, the critics point out that not all courses, such as typing,

are appropriately taught in the longer format. (O'Neil, 1995) Additionally, it has been

observed that teacher's are not incorporating new teaching styles in their repertoire of

methods because of block scheduling. Rather, they are still lecturing, but now for 90

minutes as opposed to 50 minutes. It has also been observed that classes can become

impromptu study halls due to unwillingness for teachers to change their teaching style.

(O'Neil, 1995) This refusal to alter teaching styles, according to Carroll could cause the

:hool climate to be negatively effected due to the change over t ' lock scheduling

(Vermillion, 1998) Critics of block scheduling point out that the retention of information

over time may cause problems, especially for those students with special needs or
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attentional concerns. (Vermilliorii i',) i i osilc that a stu-lnt would have ver a

year lapse in time when completinL, sleqt eltial courses. (www.lctaxs.comnbl/-twin,) The

retention of information in this aspe ct i; consi(icdred a major disadvantage. In addition to

retention difficulties, attention issues were a concern, especially since research shows that

regular education teachers are not a.lwavys making the modifications for students with

special needs that are required to allow these students to be successfiul within the regular

education setting. A majority of studcents reach their saturation point within one hour, the

weaker students reach it prior to that. (xv\\,w.elias.com,- twini/) This saturation point will

have a major impact on the ability to mainsiream some special needs students.

(www.netaxs.comM/--twin/) Block scheduling can also impact on a child if he becomes sick

and needs to miss a few days of school. (www.education-

world.com/a admin/admin029.shtml) Since each day of class is essentially two days

worth of instruction, it is very possible that a student could drastically fall behind because

of an absence due to an illness. Finally, for classes, such as mathematics, in which one

skill needs to be taught and mastered prior to advancing to the next skill, teachers must

provide homework time in class to ensure mastery before proceeding to succeeding

topics. (www.netaxs.com/~twin/)

There has been some research that states that under block scheduling the total

number of minutes devoted to instruction have decreased. (O'Neil, 1995) Some figures

show that as many as 15 instructional periods are lost by implementing block scheduling.

(w\vw.netaxs.com/~twin/)

A major concern in regards to block scheduling is that of ti,,sfer students.

(Vermillion, 1998) This concern is two fold, it would be difficult for students
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transferring into a school midt ye"ar ithat colic iero a trailioial ssteaL and it Will le:

difficult tfor students traisfekrring out to a school with a trditionat system.

(\xvwwn.nei\t.con rt in) it is quite possible that partents tli' havi to invest in a good tutor

to assist their child in being successful in their new placement due to the different

scheduling systems. (wvvw.netaxs.com/--twin/)

There is currently a shortage of data to support the effects of block scheduling on

student achievement. (Vermillion, 1998) Although the advocates' point out that block

scheduling enhances a student's academic achievement, the critics are quick to point out

that studies performed in Canada point out that students learn less in the block scheduling

format. (Vermillion, 1998) According to the study, this was proven by the student's

performance on multiple choice tests in science and math. (Vermillion, 1998)

Deciding to implement block scheduling can be a difficult decision for a school

board. There are several concerns to address while making this decision. One of these

concerns is what will be done about courses such as advanced placement classes and

band that benefit from year long instruction. (O'Neil, 1995) Additional concerns

include: student retention and continuity in the curriculum for courses that build on

previous courses,and the requirement for teachers to vary activities within periods so

students can 'survive" the longer blocks of time.

(www.coled.umn.edu/CAREI www/BlockScheduling/research/reports.htm) It should be

noted that schools should spend at least one year planning for implementation of block

scheduling for it to be a successful transition. (Vermillion, 1998)

Once all of the concerns are addressed and the decision has been made to

implement block scheduling, a school can be faced with several challenges to ensure a
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succcsstui transition. Tih big r)est challenge is perthaps; iai,:iini tl initial transition.

(Trmsher, 1996) The clhaillenes in this initial transition inclnde building support ifor

altering such a timne-hoiiored tradition and creating the p-lning timi required to make

the change. (irmsher, 1996)

tleacher s Perspectives on Block Schedulhing

In addition to the research in the literature on the benefits and disadvantages of

block scheduling, research has been completed on the teacheir perspective of this

scheduling system. In 1987 two schools in Florida began a pilot program for block

scheduling. (Buckman, et al, 1995) The Leachers from the schools in which this program

was piloted stated that they liked having more time to give their students individual

assistance and they enjoyed having an opportunity to get to know the students personally.

(Buckman et al, 1995) Additionally, the teachers enjoyed having more time to develop

creative and meaningful student work. (Buckman et al, 1995) A final advantage that the

teachers in Florida stated is present under block scheduling is that they had the ability to

structure a full lesson, to introduce a topic or concept, discuss it and bring it to closure.

(Buckman et al, 1995)

A second study found in the literature occurred during the 1994-1995 school year

in the Anoka-Hennepin school district. (www.coled.umn.edu/CAREIwww/Block

Scheduling/research/reports.htm) This study, conducted by the Center for Applied

Research and Educational Improvement, attempted to compare the effectiveness of block

scheduling versus the traditional scheduling system.

(wv, w.coled.umn.edu/CAREl www/Block Scheduling/research/reporL..htm) As a result of

this study, it was observed that the teachers that taught in the school using the 4x4 plan of

block scheduling felt they could perform their jobs more effectively. /
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(www.\coed. lnmn.CdLl/( tIti \\/ l, -oc SchilduLliilli/r'cseah/rep ' ',S iLT) '

dimensions that were used to rate this ability included: tacilitatiln studenit iact-hiecverment,

maintainng- ordcr, fosttring ao uality education, and improvinvg one(:1- wr.. i' tlif.'

(www.co led.ur.ed. -. u/Ct(AR E [www/Block Sc lhduling/research/reports.lhtlm)

Additionally, teachers in the schools that employed block scheduling responded miore

positively when rating the following aspects of their school system: conmmunily,

collaboration with their peers, respect and support received, and eltlectiveness oFtheir

approach towards educating their students. (www.coled.umn.edLu/CARI Ewww/Block

Schedul ing/research/reports. htm)

One final study reviewed in the literature looked at schools irom- western North

Carolina that changed to the block scheduling format in the fall of 1994. (Hurley, 1997)

During this study. 31 teachers were interviewed in regards to their views on block

scheduling. (Hurley. 1997) From these 31 educators, 17 felt that block scheduling was

an improvement, nine were noncommittal, and five preferred the traditional system.

(Hurley, 1997) There were several aspects of the block scheduling format that these

teachers preferred over the traditional system. Teachers enjoyed having fewer students,

more planning time, fewer classes to prepare for, and a more relaxed daily schedule.

(Hurley, 1997) Teachers also noted that they had more opportunities to enrich their

programs, they were able to build larger units of study, and they could include more skill

development and enrichment activities into their daily teaching time. (Hurley, 1997)

Additionally, these teachers noted that they were able to use more "hands on" activities,

as well a,, spend more time completing one on one instruction, especially with the lower

ability students. (Hurley, 1997) The teachers from this study also noted that they were
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perceived to hav iie hi r 1 c cctations f aithe stiudclit whi teaching at a schooll

employed block schcidcLiilm which led to higher studtllit achievemeCnt while under the

block schecdulilo, il(rmal. it irley. I'7) It is hbelived t thia -ese hiTher expetactito ns

came as a result ofth t teachers demanding more of their students in order to cover the

required material wxithin the allotted time. ( ilrley. 1 997) A flew final benefits that were

noted under the 4x4 scheduling format were: students could take more courses, the lpace

of the day was more relaxed, there w :re more class activity options, and culrriculat

enrichment opportunities were provided. (Hurley, 1'997)

Even though the teachers were able to mention all of these beneficial aspects of

block scheduling, they also cited some disadvantages of this system. A main

disadvantage revolved around homework. (Hurley, 1997) The teachers noted that they

were giving out less homework under this system, and students felt as though they should

not receive any homework. (IHurley 1 997) The teachers that are required to give a state

mandated end of the course test felt as though there was too little time to cover the

required material. (Hurley, 1997) Finally, some extracurricular disadvantages under

block scheduling included: a decrease in involvement in clubs and negative effects were

apparent on students' senior year. ( ::lrley, 1997) The negative effects stemmed from

early graduation, more seniors taking community college courses and some students

becoming part time students. (Hurley, 1997) Finally, teachers also noted that student

absences and uneven schedules could be cited as a disadvantage to block scheduling.

(Hurley, 1997)

Student's Perspective on Block Scheduling

In addition to assessing the teacher's perspective on block scheduling, Hurley

(1997) also assessed the student's perspectives on this system. Hurley (1997) completed
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thllis stuldy by intervicVin L l. il i 'T t icl tit l',il il:l c,,N,;ls in rcorst, erN North Carolina

thalt have employed block scdt-ilting. 1t-h sti! ents t.il tihese schools seemed to be in

la-vor ofblock sclhcdtiil. ( I hrll. I 7) 1h X listed !ei fallitl aspects as

advantages to this scheduling svslemn: having more in-depth study, receiving better

grades, receiving more itndividual attention. being able to have a "fresh start" each

semester, and having the ability to graduate early. (Hurley 1 997) Although the students

appeared to favor block schclduiint there were still aspects of tiis system that they did not

like. (Hurley, 1997) T'hese aspects included the following: they did not like having

"uneven" schedules, sometimes classes seemed too long (with some classes not requiring

90 minutes of instructional time), they received tests more iicrquently, and sometimes

teachers tired to cover too much information in a short amount of time. (Hurley, 1997)

The Effects of Block Scheduling on Students with Special Needs

Block scheduling cani have a dramatic effect on the regular education child,

however, it can have an cven more dramatic effect on students with special needs. The

education of all students with disabilities in general education requires a supportive

framework for collaboration between regular educators and special educators.

'(ainforth, 1996) This framework is present in the restructuring and reform literature

that has spurred the popularity of block scheduling. (Rainforth, 1996) A second,

complementary framework for teacher collaboration is present in the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act which requires "supplementary aides and services" (which

includes special education teachers) so those children with special needs can be educated

with children without special needs. (Rainfoith, 1996) A rt .vv of literature has

revealed that there are several strategies that parallel the best practices in general

education reform and restructuring efforts with those efforts of inclusion. (Rainforth,
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1996) ()nlc o' theiIsey strategies lmenti(one( in th li itlrat.ur is lock sCixc hdlidtg,. i(Rali-ti rthl,

1996)

In 1i Q9 Vermillion conmpleted 'a tltuv I t'c fcused on the '('hanges Special

Education Teachers Make In the Transition tiom Tlraditional Scheduling to Block

Scheduling". Analysis of the questionnaires returned revealed that 50% of the teachers

believed that block scheduling positively affected the literacy skills of students withl

special needs. However, the subjects f'rom Vi/rmillion's (1998) study cited the fbllowing

aspects of block scheduling in regards to students with special needs as negative aspects

of the new scheduling system. Forty nine percent of those teachers that responded 1elt as

though retention of material was a problem, and 36% of those that responded that there

were increase in the amount of paperwork required due to the adjustments in special

services from a traditional schedule to a block schedule. (Venrillion, 1998) Upon

completion of her study, Vermillion (1998) suggested a few recommendations in regards

to having successful inclusionary procedures for students with special needs into the

regular education classroom. She suggested that regular educators and special educators

need to be more thoroughly prepared to educate students with special needs in the regular

education setting. (Vermillion, 1998) Vern-illion (1998) stated that this could be

completed by preparing future teachers while they are receiving their undergraduate

degree at universities and colleges across America. Additionally, she recommended that

school districts offer more in-service programs to assist teachers in becoming familiar

with new instructional strategies that could be utilized during block scheduling.

V ermillion, 1998)
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Another study re'vi'ewed in the literatutre wv:a oe iat I was completed by the

Mifflin County School D!istrict (MCSD), in rural Pc nnsi vlmia, by distributing a

questionnaire to the tea;chers ald administrators t-rom- i i :lnciol iistrict in Pennsylvania

that had already implemented block scheduling. (Bu Lgaji 1998) MCSD was interested in

beginning block schedu ling in their school district however, I.und very little research on

the topic and was interested in the point of view of o[ther schools that chose to employ

this scheduling system. (Bugaji, 1998)

The schedule employed in MCSD was a variant of lihe semester block schedule

and included a five period instructional day and a six-lday cycle. (Bugaji, 1998) During

the instructional day. Fotur periods were 80 minutes in duration and were targeted for

semester-length core subjects that carried full credit towards graduation. (Bugaji, 1998)

The day also had one 60 minute 'flex" period during the middle of the day that was used

for year long courses. (Bugaji, 1998)

This study reviewed the following criteria: academic performance of special

education students, inclusion of the special education student in the regular education

setting, the use of designated support services, and special education staff requirements.

(Bugaji, 1998) The most definitive results were found in regards to the inclusion of

special education students into the regular education classroom. (Bugaji, 1998) This

study found that these students were integrated into regular education more and they

demonstrated a greater success in regular education. (Bugaji. 1998) Additionally, it was

noted that the goals and objectives of the students' Individualized Education Plans were

.,re readily attained. (Bugaji, 1998) Finally, results of the quest.,inaire showed that
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somIe tcachc fsLt ttIt as 1ihough thte icd pohi average ofthe Ispec a education stiudent

improved. (Bulgali, 1998)

This liuestionnaire show iedv ta theat tere etcrc no questioiis tihai m-iet the criteria i)r

being representative in regards to the concerns of support services. (Bugaji, 1998). The

staffing requirements for the special education students were found to be less than

favorable by the teachers that completed the questionnaire. (Bugaji, 1998) The teachers

fielt as though additional special education teachers and aides needed to be hired.

(Biugaji. 1998) The results from these questionnaires showed that suburban districts

viewed block scheduling more favorably tha i the rural school districts. (Bugaji, 1998)

Results of the questionnaire showed that those school districts that had employed

block scheduling for more than three years had the highest mean scores. (Bugaji, 1998)

Those schools that had employed block scheduling for two years had the next highest set

of mean scores. (Bugaji, 1998) Finally, those schools that had employed block

scheduling for less than a year had the lowest mean scores. (Bugaji, 1998) According to

these findings, it should be noted that school districts that are beginning to use block

scheduling may not see improvement until the second or third year after implementation.

(Bugaji, 1998)

A few aspects of block scheduling in regards to students with special needs were

mentioned as findings from the questionnaires. It was noted that any subjects that are

taught in self contained classrooms should also be 80 minutes in duration and of semester

length. (Bugaji, 1998) A flex period should be offered to students with special needs in

whic, a review of off semester course is initiated. (Bugaji, 1998) i additionally, it was

noted that testing should be completed in a resource room or testing room. (Bueaji,
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1998) \ system shouldt be employed when us;ing block scClheduiing in wvhictl itinrcant

special cducatiol teaci ers provide co-teaching : rvices ini the regular education

classroom 1 as well :-Ls ctIl!' ais 'a1 Onlointr liaiii;t and consultants to regulari education

teachers. (B3ugaiji 1998) In the same regards, aides need to be placed in special

education classes, resource rooms or as additional help to regular education teachers.

(Bugaji, 1998) Finally, it was noted that the implementation of block scheduling should

have limited negative ecfects on pull out service tor those students with special needs.

(Bugaji, 1998)

Block scheduling could be considered a controversial topic. 'Ihe advocates as

well as the critics have demonstrated and published legitimate support for their point of

view on this topic. If a school district is going to employ this new scheduling system a

complete review of the literature, as well as discussion with the teachers and community

members is recommended to ensure everybody's viewpoint is listened to and understood.
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The purpose o( this stui! was to determinL te te 'etciivcness ol block scheduling on slLudenlts

with special needs.

Subjects ofthe Study

The identified population was secondary teachers bhoth regular education and special uctldcation.

from two high schools in the soulthern pFrtion of New Jersey. Convenience sampling was used when

finding subjects for this study. l he sample was chosen based on professional contacts and proximity to

the researcher. Due to the limited location of the schools from this study, caution needs to be taken in

regards to the generalizability of the information to other schools.

The two high schools selected for this study both began block scheduling fairly recently. 1ligh

school A is currently in their fourth year of block scheduling. Their student population is

approximately 1700, and they employ approximately 130 teachers. High school B is currently

completing its first year of block scheduling. Their current student population is approximately 850,

and their staff population is at approximately 105 educators. There were enough questionnaires

distributed to each school so that every teacher employed could complete one. Return rates were based

on individual teacher motivation.

Pilot Study

The questionnaire (see Appendix A) was designed by the researcher to determine the

effectiveness of block scheduling on students with special needs. The questionnaire was initially

distributed to ten teachers as a brief pilot study prior to the distribution to the sample population. The

suggestions made by the participants in the pilot study were considered prior to completion of the final

questionnaire.



Questionnaires were dellivertd to he schools by the rcscarchtlert. he rL'esearcher enclosed self-

addressed stamped envelopes wxith eachl qtlistlionnair in order r the partticipants to send the

completed questionnaires to her in ihl iemilii.

The subjects were asked to answer questions in which they had to choose advantages and

disadvantages of block scheduling (inl general .as well as for the special education child), strategies

employed in their classroom to assist thtllI in rii'intaining attention lbr extended amounts of time as

well as to describe any form ot modiicalions m-lade to assist students in retainingi inlormation for

sequential courses. Questions were in several different tfrmats including open-ended questions.

checklists and likert scales.

The data gathered from this research tool was analyzed and tabulated by the researcher.

Frequency distributions and percentages were computed to obtain a descriptive analysis of the gathered

data. The data was recorded within the text of this paper as well as in graph form. Additionally, the

researcher read any comments to open-ended questions made by the subjects of this study. Any

recurring comments made by the subjects were included within the text of this research paper. Results

will be discussed in chapter four.
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Analvsis and inltctLnrtatiol otL ata

Thie pturposte of this stiudy wlas to deCt ermine;: tihae ct ilctivencss of block scihediulingl

with students at the secondary level who are eligible for special education services. This

study answered lour questions:

(a) Do you think block scheduling is a valuable change to your school?

(b) Do you think that there is a difference between those students with special

needs and those without special needs in regards to the demands placed on

them because of block scheduling'?

(c) Hlow has your instruction changed since the implementation of block

scheduling?

(d) What types of strategies do you employ to keep the interest, attention and

motivation of your students for an extended block of time? Are these strategies

successful for both students with special needs as well as those without special

needs?

Presented in this chapter are the results of the teachers' responses on the survey

that was developed by the researchL, io determine the answers to the research questions.

The survey was administered to regular and special education secondary school teachers

at two separate high schools in southern New Jersey during January of 2000. This is the

initial year of implementation of block scheduling for one of the high schools surveyed.

The other high school has had block scheduling in place for the past three years; this

school is currently in their fourth year of block scheduling.
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The data was obtaineid iium surveys which c\were diri:;bi cd ai tw o hih schools.

Participants were giv' en one week to complete the suriWCV aInd returni it to the researcher.

The total return rate wa-s 61 I ou ()o 243 or 25%.

A portion of this survey asked the teachers to identit l dcemographic professional

background information. This inforimation asked teachers to identify the following: (a)

Are you currently a regular education teacher or a special education teacher? (b) Iow

many years have you been teaciing? (c) What subject(s) are yrou currently teachingl:

Presented in l'ables I and 2 are summaries of the delmographic characteristics

regarding the population of teachers who participated in this study. ''able I reflects that a

majority of the teachers surveyed were regular education teachers. 'The professionals thlat

fell under the "other" category included a vice-principal, a R(o)TC instructor, and an

interpreter.

Table I

Summary of TIeacher Certification C.urrently Being Used
Form of Certification Percent Frequency N = 61

Regular Education 80.32% n 49
Special Education 14.75% n 9
Other 4.91% n 3
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Table 2 relecs tt ts that etethe mortiti isy ICa lctsht ret urled the Si: jv' al hetiweien

one and ten c eas.

Table 2

SunlInarv l iO Nlrunl)er o Years in TeachliniL

Number of Years Percent Frequency N=61

Zero to ten 42.62% n - 26

Eleven to Twenty 16.39% a - 1(

Twent ()One to Thirty 2. 950 : : - 4

Over Thirty 18.03% n - i 

The third question that dealt with background demographic information concerned the

subject(s) presently being taught by the participants in the study. The following subjects

are currently being taught by the participants of this study: biology, earth science,

English, resource center Language Arts, basic skills writing, basic skills reading, history,

world cultures, health and physical education, driver's education, calculus, algebra,

geometry, core math, resource center math, foreign language, art, study skills, business,

computers, vocational education, ROTC, family and consumer science, foods and

nutrition, single living, video production, and human relations.

The initial research question asked wvas whether or not the participants from this

study felt that block scheduling was a valuable change to their school. Table three

summarizes the participants' belief in regards to the change from traditional to block

scheduling. Several of the participants that checked "No difference" commented that it

was too early to tell if it was a positive change, or that this was their first year of teaching

and therefore did not have anything with which compare their initial year of teaching.
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Do you bclieve tiLt hblock sciheduling has ben _ valuable chan e to your school'?

Response Percent Frequency NN I 
Yes (, 8 % i. 4
No I I4_ o n -: 7
No difference 1 1 n -- 8
No reply 6.; . . -

It is interesting to note that when the surveys comnpleted by the special educators were

reviewed 77.77%, (7 out of 9) of those professionals surveyed felt that block scheduling

was a valluable chiane i ) their school. lthis nr(rceltage is slightly higher than the

percentage of the entire group surveyed.

Another portion of the survey inquired about the teachers' enjoyment of teaching

under a block schedule. 'fable 4 presents the results from the survey.

Fable 4

Do you enjoy teaching more under the block scheduling format than the traditional
schedule?

Response Percent Frequency N = 61
Yes, I enjoy teaching more under block scheduling 70.49% n 43

No, I do not enjoy teaching more under block scheduling 9.8% n 6

My teaching experience has been about the same 14.75% n 9

Not Applicable 4.92% n 3

When examining the responses the special educators only, the researcher found that

55.5% (5 out of 9) of special education teachers enjoy teaching under the block

scheduling. One educator stated that she did not enjoy teaching under the block schedule,

and there were three teachers (33.33%) that stated they enjoyed teaching under a block

schedule about the same amount as they did teaching under a traditional schedule. In

comparison, when the surveys of the regular educators were intericted it showed that

71.70% (38 out of 53) enjoyed teaching more under block scheduling than the traditional
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model. 'lThis is s ignifticanit higher than the percentage of spnc lial educators that enioyed

teaching under the block scl!eduil. diditionally. 9.43% (5 out of 53) stated that they did

niot enjoy teaching under th ilok sched uii nI i n i (a7 out of 53) ranked

their enjoyment for teaching at -about the same" under both tbrmats. Finally, the two

participants that answered this iqucest ion as "not applicable" held certificates for regular

education: this constituted -t o 0 the regular educators' population.

Thc research has docu.atme i.t d several advantages to block scheduling. Tlhe

participants of this research study were asked to comment on those advantages. The

results of their comments are presented in 'T;ble 5.

T'able 5

The Advantages of Block Scheduling
Response Percent Frequency N = 61

Better rapport between teachers and students 54.1% n = 33
Ability to alter teaching techniques 75.41% n =- 46
Ability to completely cover a topic of discussion 80.33% n = 49
A decrease in discipline problems 18.03% n I I
An increase in students' grades 27.87%0 n -17
An increase in average daily attendance 13.11% n = 8

A majority of the participants from this study (80.33%) felt as though having the ability

to completely cover a topic of discussion within one class period was a definite advantage

of block scheduling. Additionally, a large majority of these participants (75.41%) also

felt as though having the ability to alter one's teaching techniques was also an advantage

to block scheduling. One final advantage worth noting that was documented by more

than half of the participants was the ability to establish a better rapport between teachers

and students.
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In addition to documented adva-Nllag:.. of( block schtculing. t iic searcha- las also

documented several disadvantagec to block schedculing. TIable 6 will summalrize the

fitdindjS from this research in r Iards tt, thsl disad- anags.

['able 6

The l)isadvatmagtl s of lock Scheduling
Response Percent Frequency N=61

Student absences 70.49% n - 43
Retention of material 24.60%/ n - 15
Transfer students 60.66% n .37
Teacher stress and fatigue 26.23% n- 16
Student stress and fatigue 24.60% ri- 15
Changes in curriculum planning and pacing 24.60%°/ n 15

Student attention 45.90% l - 28

It appears as though the biggest disadvantage of block scheduling according to the

participants is student absences. When a student misses one day due to illness, he is

really missing the equivalent of two instructional days tunder a traditional system. If a

student is kept home for one week with a serious illness, that student is put at a

considerable disadvantage in regards to understanding previously taught concepts and

attempting to get "caught up" with the rest of the class. The only other disadvantage that

was noted by more than half of the participants was that of transfer students. Thirty-

seven out of 61 participants (60.66%) felt as though students that transferred into a school

using block scheduling from one that was using a traditional schedule are at a

disadvantage. Additionally, those students that transfer from a school with a block

schedule to one with a traditional schedule are also at a disadvantage.

The participants were asked to rate their experience of block scheduling using a

likert ... ale of one through seven, with one being negative and seven being positive. The

average score for all 61 participant was 5.607.
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Tht sc)ollid risearch cquestion that wasL aselit rtegrdd any difterences observed

by the protessionals in regards to the demands place d on students with special needs in

comparison to s wthoseut Stspdcit n it i' d( inll . :; result o!f blo(ck schediling.

When asked if there was a noticeable difference between the two groups of students and

the demands of block scheduling 55.74% (34 out o6l 6 ) tflt there was a cifference

between these two sets of student . 'Iwe'nty-two out ol 61 (l(36.070/) felt there was no

difference between those students with special needs and those students without spechfil

needs in regards to the demands placed on them_ because of block scheduling. I here were

also two participants that did not answer this question: this constituted 3.28% of the

population. Table 7 summarizes the results of the portion of the survey in which the

professionals were requested to explain why they felt there was a difference between

these two group of students in regards to block scheduling.

i able 7

Differences on the Demands Placed on Students with Special Needs and those Students
without Special needs in Regards to Block Scheduling

Reason Percent Frequency N = 6i
Attentional Difficulties 31.15% n 19
Students with special needs require an opportunity
to get up and physically move around 8.20% n = 5
Difficulty making up missed assignments due to
absences 4.99% n - 3

Additionally, there was a portion of the survey which asked the professionals if they felt

as though block scheduling promotes inclusion of student with special needs into the

regular education classroom. The response to this question is presented in Table 8.
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T!'able 8

Does block scheduling promote it clusion of students with special needs into the regular
education classroomn'?

Response Percent Fiequency N 61
Yes 39 34% n 24
No 37.70% n - 3
No response 18.03% A- 
'Don't know" 3.28% n 2
Not applicable i.64% n= 

A review of the research has documented several advantages of block scheduling

in regards to students with special inecis. A\gain, the partiic iprits lhom this study were

asked to document which aspects of block scheduling they cvonsider as advantages to

block scheduling with regards to students with special needs. 'the results of this portion

of the survey are presented in 'Table 9.

Table 9

The Advantages of Block Scheduling with Regard to Special Education
Response Percent Frequency N = 61

Improved academic achievement 24.59% n 15
More time in regular education classrooms 39.34%0 n - 24
Fewer discipline problems 11.480/ n - 7
Improved social interaction with peers and
teachers 55.74% ni34
More time for hands-on projects 63.93% n - 39
Ability to offer more classes 13.11% n= 8

It appears as though the participants from this study felt that the biggest advantage for

students with special needs in regards to block scheduling is the ability to have more

hands-on projects due to the increased amount of time in class. Additionally, the

improved social interaction with peers and teachers was considered to be an advantage of

block scheduling for student with special needs by 55.74% of the participants in this

study.
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Addcitionallvl the protessionals ver' asked their opinionls rtegardig the

disadvantages of block scheduling with regard to students with special neec . Tlhe

professionals 'felt as theomgh make utp .wor(ik ai r ain absence and student' ", a'ttelitioi sp):in

was the two biggest concerns ior students with special needs. The results to this portion

of the survey are presented in Table 10.

Table 10

What are the disadvantagcs of block scheduling tor students with slecil ieeds?
Response Percent Frequency N = 61

Make up work after an absence 77.05% n : 47
Students' attention span 72.13% tl - 44
Behavior 26.23% n 16
Problems retaining in:fbrmation 52.46% 0 32
Academic achievement 18.03% t - I1
Frequency of instruction 13.i 1% n- 8

A documented concern in regards to block scheduling is the ability for students to

retain information that is needed for sequential courses. It is not abnormal for a students

to have a year to a year and a half in between sequential courses. The participants from

this study were asked to comment on this concern in regards to students with special

needs. The results are presented in table 11.

Table I 

Do you feel that students with special needs are having difficulty retaining informa+ion
needed for sequential courses?

Response Percent Frequency N = 61

Yes 29.51% n=18
No 21.31% n-13
No Answer 39.34% n 24

"Not sure" 9.83% n- 6
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It is understood that a professional's instructional ir:actices wouldc have to chanlgl

if her school conIveteud [r'Ol one using a traditional schcedule, to one using a block

schedule fort'ma. 'itrc pleioiials surveo\ed I i reeach were asked to colen- tc o

those changes. Fi ly-one participants (83.61 %) felt as thoiuh their instructional practices

have changed due to the conversion to the new' schedule. Six participants (9. 84%) say

their techniques have not changed, and two participants (3.28%) checked both yes and

no. Additionally, two participants (3.28%) stated that this question was not applicable to

them. Table 12 shows a summary of the data collected fiom the professionals regarding

ways in which their instruction has changed due to the change in scheduling.

Table 12

Changes in Teaching Technique Due to a JChange to Block Scheduling

Way in which technique changed Percent Frequency N = 61
More frequent change in activities 26.23% n -- 16
More group activities 16.39% n- 10
Reduce amount of material covered 3.28% n- 2
More hands on activities 3.28% n 2
More teacher supervision 3.28% n -2

The final research question in this study regarded types of strategies employed to

keep the interest, attention and motivation of students for an extended block of time.

Another question regarded the usefulness of these strategies for both learners with special

needs and those without special needs. Tab:e 13 shows a summary of the strategies

employed to foster this extended attention span in the students. Additionally, two sets of

statistical data are presented. The data includes the percentage of participants that

employ strategies for the entire student population versus those strategies that are

implemented to assist the special needs student experience success.
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'Table 13

Strategies that are used L)uring Lnstructional timle o maintait the Interest of Studerts

Response Percent (Frequency N - 61) Percent (Frequency N - 61)
l-'sed to assist all "Used to assist those

students' students with special needs*

Cooperative learning 95.08% (n - 58) 86.89% (n - 53)
Hands on projects 90. 16% (n -55) 78.69% (n 48)
Graphic organizers 45.90% (n 28) 44.26% (n 27)
Use of audio visual materials 86.89% (n- 53) 73.77% (n = 45)
Use of the Internet 55.74% (n = 34) 36.07% (n - 22)
Lecture 88.52% (n -54) 59.02% (n -36)

Small group work 90.16% (n - 55)

The largest apparent difference between the two groups of students is that the

professionals appear more likely to consider using lecture as an instructional strategy for

students without special needs over students with special needs. The second difference

occurred in using the Internet as a strategy of instructional technique. It appears that the

professionals are more apt to use this strategy with students as a whole, rather than as a

technique used for students with special needs. Upon compilation of the data collected

from the surveys from the special educators, it was interesting to note that 100% of the

special educators employ use ofaudiovisual materials, hands on projects, and small group

work as instructional techniques to assist their students with special needs in the block

schedule. In comparison, only 69.81% of the regular educators used audiovisual

materials to enhance the success of students with special needs in the block schedule. In

regards to hands on projects, 75.44% (40) of the regular educators reported that they

employ this technique, and 90.57% (48) of the regular educators reported that they use

,mall group work to enhance the opportunity for success of students with special needs in

the block schedule.
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The in al question asked of these proBs.ionai s - was whethert or -not they woul1

want to go back to a traditional schedule if -ive n the opportunity. F;ifty participants

(81.97%) responded "non" to this question. Si (i.83o) responded yes, two (3.2 8X)

had no response, and three (4.92%/) were 'i.ndeciddcl" at the time of this survey.

In summary it appears as though the teachers that chose to participate in this

survey enjoy teaching under block scheduling and they feel as though it has been a

valuable change to their schools. A majority otlthese professionals surveyed feel as

though block scheduling does require a change in an educator's teaching technique to

ensure that their students, both those with and without special needs, are attending to the

instructional material for the extended block of time. In order for this increased attention

to occur, various strategies need to be incorporated into a teacher's repertoire of skills. In

regards to special needs students, the professionals surveyed for this research study feel

as though there is definitely a difference between students with special needs and those

without special needs in regards to the demands placed on them because of block

scheduling. The results from this survey were very undecided in terms of whether or not

block scheduling promotes inclusion.
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Su-inmmary. Findings and (CIlncll:siolns

Presented in this chapter is a summary of the stuldl ih li conclusions drawn based

on the data obtained, a discussion of the findings, and recommendations for further study.

The purpose of this study was to determine the eflfectiveness of block scheduling

lor students with special needs. A questionnaire was constructed by the researcher to

identify the perceptions held by educators in respect to this topic. Additional goals were

to survey the perceptions of educators on the effectiveness of block scheduling for their

academic institutions. The questionnaire consisted of demographic questions,

professional background information questions, questions concerning the advantages and

disadvantages of block scheduling, and types of strategies the educators must employ in

their instruction to help meet the demands of block scheduling.

The subjects for this study consisted of secondary educators, both those holding

special education certificates and those holding regular education certificates. The

subjects came from two high schools in the southern New Jersey area. One of these

schools has used block scheduling for a full three years, they are currently in the middle

of their fourth year using such a system. The other school is currently in their initial year

of block scheduling. The researcher analyzed the questionnaire and frequency of

responses were reported.

Conclusions

Within the limitations of the population and the design of the study, the following

concilsions are justified:
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I. he mtajlority of educators iarticii:pting in this study have no taLiight speciai

education0 therefore, the re:ponlses are primarily tfionl a rigular educator's

pcrspectiv,

A majority of the educators felt as though block scheduling was a positive

chancg for their academic institution, and given the opportunity to return to

the traditional form of scheduliln, 8 1.97% said they would rather remain in

the block schedule.

3. Ihe participants felt as though the advantages of block scheduling are: having

the ability to completely cover a topic of discussion and having the ability to

alter teaching techniques. The participants feel that the disadvantages of

block scheduling are encountered when students are absent and when students

transfer into or out of the district.

4. Fifty-six percent of the participants felt as though there is a difference

between those students with special needs and those without special needs in

regards to the demands placed on them because of block scheduling.

5. There was no apparent consensus in regards to whether or not block

scheduling promotes inclusion of students with special needs into the regular

education classroom.

6. Eighty-four percent of the participants stated that they had to adjust their

instructional methods since the implementation of block scheduling. The

most popular strategies that were incorporated into academic lessons for all

students in general were cooperative learning, completing hatids on projects

and using a lecture format.
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7.1 il;e pa.rticipant;, felt as; thoLiun the main advantages of block sc hedulin For

students with special needs inelude: () having more time fo-r hands-on

projects alnd (2) an improvement il the sociali interaction with persl andi

teachers. These participants felt as though the main disadvantages o f block

scheduling for studlents with special needs are completing make up work after

an absence and having' the ability to maintain attention for an extended period

of time.

8. the strategies that the participants from this study found most beneficial for

students with special needs in the block schedule were: (1) utilizing small

group work, (2) cooperative learning, (3) using audio visual materials and (4)

incorporating hands on projects into the lesson.

9. There was no apparent consensus regarding the participants view concerning

any difficulty that students with special needs may have in retaining

information needed for sequential courses such as math courses and foreign

language courses.

Discussion

Block scheduling is a form of alternative scheduling in which at least part of the

daily schedule is organized into larger blocks of time (more than 60 minutes) to allow for

flexibility and a diversity of instructional activities. (Irmsher, 1996) According to

Canady, a well known expert on block scheduling, this system has increased in popularity

over the past few years. (Bowman, 1998) He states that, "After the first year or two

about 80% of the students and teachers say they prefer the block scheduling and would

not want to go back to shorter periods." (Bowman, 1998) The research completed in this

4!
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study confirmed this ienciralization. When the participanls ira- this study were asked if

they felt that block s.:hedultiing was a valuable l tichan to iheir sc hool, 68.85% of the

participants ans\ erel.d poi-,sitiivel. Additionallt \henl thlS p ti-tcipancts w aere asked if:

they would prefer to reLturn to a traditional schedule 81 .97%o of the participants said they

would rather remain in the block scheduling iormat.

As was previously mentioned, the advocates of block scheduling have published

what they feel are advantagtes to such a schedulina svstem. Tlhe advocates for this systemr

have reported numerous advantages for school districts that implement this plan. lThere

were some similarities in the advantages found during the review of the literature and

upon compilation of the participants' responses to the survey. These similarities include

the following: (1) teachers enjoy having the opportunity to use varied instructional

methods, (2) they like having the opportunity for uninterrupted instruction with the

ability to completely discuss a topic of instruction and (3) the ability to incorporate

activities such as hands on projects into the instructional period.

In addition to the published advantages of block scheduling, there have also been

documented disadvantages to this scheduling system. Again, the participants from this

study stated some disadvantages to block scheduling that have were cited in the review of

literature. These disadvantages include: concerns for students with special needs in

regards to their attentional issues, the possibility that a student could drastically fall

behind because of an absence due to an illness, and transfer students.

Finally, there has also been research on the effects of students with special needs

in the block schedule. According to the research, teachers felt that retention of material

was a problem for students with special needs. (Vermillion, 1998) In the current study,
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the findings on this topic did not Vyeld a consensus. In thl current stuidy, oly, 2 9.5% fIe-lt

as though retention of material ior scqulti al courses was a conceorn for students with

special needs. However. whien the participantrs iwere asked what they telt. could be done

to increase these retention abilities nom similar answers were given by a majority of the

participants. Some participants made rciommnlentdations such as ensuring that classes are

taken sequentially or ensuring that there is a special education teacher in every classroom.

One final topic in regards to block s :leduliog and special education is whether or not this

form of scheduling promotes the inclusion ol special needs students into the regular

education classroom. Research states that special needs students are integrated more into

the regular education classroom when block scheduling is implemented. T'his was

another topic in the current research that did not appear to have a consensual opinion

from the participants of this study. A majority of the participants did say that they felt

block scheduling promoted inclusion, however, these participants only accounted for

39.3400 of the sample population.

Recommendations

Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations for future research are

made:

1. It is recommended that some program be established to help students with specie'

needs retain information required for sequential courses.

2. It is recommended that teachers be provided with in-service opportunities related to

keeping the attention of students with special needs during an extended block of time.

3. It is recommended that some program be established to enhance the make-up

opportunity for work missed due to student absence.
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4. The participants bir this study were limiitd oc sceci nda- Iucators within tw(o school

districts in the southern portion of New Ji'-rs.c. It recslommenl ded that a s.tudy be

conducted to include a larger numb-e of p:a ititicip'ints om other states.

5. The participants for this study primarily hied a certificate for regular education, It is

recomtmended that a larger sample of special edutcators e used c in future studies.
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PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNA IRE BY JAN4 UARY28. 2000

Block Schedulin Suvey

For the purpose of this survey terms have been defined as follows:
*Traditional Schedule - a daily schedule organized around approximately eight
periods of instruction for two semesters
*Block Schedule - a daily schedule organized into blocks or periods of time
which are more than 60 minutes in length

1. Including this school year, how many years have you taught?

2. Of those years in question number one, how many have been in a traditional
schedule? How many have been in a block schedule?___

3. What subject(s) are you currently teaching?______ __

4. What form of teacher certification do you have ____Special education teacher
_____Regular education teacher __--Both (Please check one)

5. If you checked both in question four, which certification are you currently
using? Regular education_ Special education __Both (Please check one)

6. How many years has your school been participating in block scheduling? 

7. Do you enjoy teaching more under the block schedule than you did under the
traditional schedule?

Yes No About the same(Please check one)

8. Please rate your experience with block scheduling. (Seven indicates that you have
had a positive experience with block scheduling. One indicates you have had a
negative experience with block scheduling.)

l 2 3 4 5 6 7
(Negative) (Positive)

9. Do you think block scheduling has been a valuable change to your school?
Yes _No _ No difference(Please check one)

OVER



10. Which of the following do you consider as advantages of block scheduling? (Please
check all that apply)

Better rapport between teachers and students
_ Ability to alter teaching techniques

Ability to completely cover a topic of discussion
A decrease in discipline problems
An increase in students' grades

_ An increase in average daily attendance
-____ Other (Please list)____ __

1 I. Which of the following do you think are disadvantages to block scheduling? (Please
check all that apply)

- Student absences
Retention of material

.____ Transfer students
Teacher stress and fatigue
Student stress and fatigue

_____Changes in curriculum planning and pacing
_ Student attention

__ Other (Please list) _______

12. Do you think there is a difference between those students with special needs and
those without special needs in regards to the demands placed on them because of
block scheduling?
(Please check) __ YesYes _ No

If yes, please explain,______ ___________

13. Please check all of the strategies that you use during instructional time to maintain
the interest of your students. (Please check all that apply)

_ Cooperative Learning
__ Hands on projects
_ _Graphic Organizers

____Use of audio visual materials
-_Use of the Internet



_ Lecture
Other (Please list) ___ _________

14. Have you adjusted your instructional methods since the implementation of block
scheduling?

(Please check) __Yes __ No
If yes, briefly describe how your instruction has changed. _

15. Do you feel that block scheduling promotes the inclusion of students with special
needs into the regular education classroom?

(Please check) Y__Yes _- No
Why?_________ _________ ___

16. Please check all of the strategies that you use during instructional time to assist those
students with special needs to make sure they experience success? (Please check all that
apply)

_ Cooperative Learning
Graphic Organizers
_Use of audio visual materials
__Hands on projects
_ Small group work
Use of the Internet
Lecture
Other (Please List)____ __________________ _____

17. Which of the following are advantages to block scheduling with regard to special
education? (Please check all that apply.)

Improved academic achievement
M__ ore time in regular education classes
Fewer discipline problems

__ Improved social interaction with peers and teachers
_More time for hands-on projects

_ Ability to offer more classes
___ Other (Please list)____________ ________

OVER



18. Which of the following are disadvantages for block scheduling with regard to special
education students?(Please check all that apply.)

__ Make up work after an absence
Students' attention-span
Behavior
Problems retaining information
Academic achievement
Frequency of instruction
Other(Please list)___ ____ ___

19. Do you feel that students with special needs are having difficulty retaining
information needed for sequential courses (i.e. math courses and foreign languages)?
Please check)__ Yes ___No
If you checked yes, what do you feel could be done to help review these skills?

20. Would you like to go back to traditional scheduling if given the opportunity? (please
check) Yes ___ No
Why or why not?____ ___

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE BY.JANUAR Y 28, 2000



Thank you so much for taking the time to complete this survey. Please be assured that I
will not use your name in any part of this report, however, if you would like a copy of the
result please complete the information below. Copies will be sent after the completion of
the course.

Name

Address (please remember your zip code)_
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Kim Seifring
25 Wakefield Road
Atco, New Jersey 08004
January 8, 2000

Dear Educator,

My name is Kim Seifring and I am a teacher at the Hainesport School. I am currently
completing my thesis work at Rowan University to earn a masters degree in learning
disabilities. in order to complete my thesis I am asking you to please take a few minutes
out of your busy schedule to complete the attached questionnaire.

My thesis project is on "The Effects of Block Scheduling on Students with Special
Needs". The questions you will be asked are regarding your feelings on block scheduling
in general, as well as your feelings about block scheduling regarding students with
special needs. Your responses will be kept anonymous, and individual responses will
not be shared with your administration. No respondents will be identified individually
and only a composite summary will be presented. This will allow the administration the
opportunity to be aware of the opinions of the staff at their school in regard to block
scheduling.

If you are interested in receiving a copy of the results of my project there is a section on
the last page for you to fill out.

Please return the completed questionnaires by January 28, 2000. A basket will be placed
in the main office for you to place your questionnaires when completed.

Thank you for your cooperation!

Sincerely,

Kim Seifring
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